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‘MEASUREMENT OF ALTITUDE IN BLIND TLYING

By W. G. Brombacher

SUMMARY

Instruments for measuring altitude and rate of change
of altitude in blind flying and landing of aircraft and
their performance are discussed. Of those indicating the
altitude above ground level, the sonic altimeter is the
most promising. Its present bulk, intermittent operation,
and more or less unsatisfactory means of indication are
serious drawbacks to its use.

The sensitive type aneroid altimeter is now quit-e’-
generally used. Dividing the errors incident to its use
into those 6.ue to the instrument and those inherent in the
barometric method of measuring altitude, it is shown that
the instrumental errors, except the error arising from
changes iil instrument temperature, do not ordinarily ex-
ceed 0.75 percent of its range (20,000 feet) when using
the instrument to fly at a definite pressure level. These
can be reduced. to an uncertainty of 40 feet ~q landing at
an airport if corrections are applied.

Of the other errors, that due to variation in air
temperature from the temperature of the standard atmos-
phere gives rise to errors as htgh as 10 percent”, but ig-
noring this error does-not usually cause a serious i~ss in
safety since at any particular time it is very nearly a
constant percentage of the altituQ.e. The error introduced “
%y change in the barometric pressure a~ the grouad lmel
with time and place may be as much as 3=300 feet in sur.mer
and *1,000 feet in winter, and can he coirecteti for only
at the ti,me of la]i~ir.gtiy obtaining data on the a’ir pres-
sure at the grou~d i~t~ “Yrom an airport.” Thti”ttistrument
can be used in clearing obstacles only when th~~r eleva-
tion and location are known,

-.

The errors in flying at a pressure level and in-land-
ing are discussed in detail.
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INTRODUCTION

When flying under conditions of low or zero Visibilrn
ity, an indication of the altitude of the airplane i~ es-
sential to safe and proper navigation. Thus ,

(a) A safe altitude shove the ground level must be
maintained. Yor this purpose a knowledge of the altitude
above the ground level, or absolute altitude, is required.
Several organizations (reference 1) have carried on devel-
opmerit work wi,$h some success on instruments designed to
ind”icate the absolute altitude, but no instrument Of this
typo $s as yet quite out of the experimental stage. For
this reason the aneroid altimeter, together with a knowl-
odge of the topography of the country flown over, is util-
ized in maintaining a safe altitude above the ground level.

(b) In making “blindl’ landings with the aid of one of
the blind landing systems (references 2,394 and 5)9 a con-
tinuous indication of the altftude above ‘the ground level
i.s desirable,. if,not absolutely essential. This need is
the tihief reason for the development of absolute altime-
tor’s. The aneroid altimeter when adjusted and corrected
as hereinafter discussed, must at present be generally re-
lied upon for indicating the altitude above the landing
field.

(c) Level flight, within reasonable tolerances is
essential in blind flying, not with xeference to the dis-
tance above the earthts surface, but at a leVC#l of COn-
st’ant air pressure, that is, along an isobar. l?light at
a constant altitude above the earth~s surface~ following
the changing contours, is obviously undesirable. !20 main-
tain level flight as ord?.narily understood, the actual
pressure level is indicated in terms of altitude bY the
sensitive aneroid altimeter. The rate of change from this
pressure level may be indicated either by a rate-of-climb
indicator or by the seneittve altimeter and the change in
attitude by the altimeter.

Neither the absolute nor aneroid altimeter indicate
obstacles .in,the line of flight. In cross-country flying
these obstacles are most generally a mountain peak or
mountaiu side. In making landings, chimneys, towers,
luildings, a~d power lines are the Erincipal obstacle~*
No indicator of obstacles in the line of flight has as Yet *
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been developed nor, to the knowledge of the writer, is any
serious development Worlk in yrogress, This is due priraar~-
l.y to the lack of possible methocis of attack.!,.

.’
In. cross-country flying pilots should have but little

difficulty in flying at a safe altitude above peaks, rely-
iag upon the indications of the aneroid altimeter if the
el”eva~ion or th-e highest peaks along the line of flight
‘are known and if allowance for the variation in gro’find-
level pressure is made. This is the only method at pres-
ent available and. while ordinarily sufficient 3ZI the hands
of properly trained pilots on familiar air lines, is far
from ‘being as satisfactory as an indication of obstacles.
Accidents from time to time in which airplanes have been
flown into mountain sides are evidence of the need of a
tiistinct means of indicating their presence ahead. The
pilot should he spared the necessity of making even-the
simplest computation and of s~~uiitig any information from.
the ground. It should le remarked that an absolute. altim-
eter is not pr.imariZy useful in clearing steep mountain
peaks and sides.

It appears’ that obstacles surrounding a landing field
may be cleared by making the landi”ng by one of the methods
which have been developed (references 2, 3, 4, and 5). The
removal of the o%stacles in so far as possible is essential.

.._- . —.

A2SOLUTE ALTIMETERS - --- - ‘-

Most of the development work on a%solute altimeters
has been on three types, commonly called the sonic, radios
and capacity altimeters.

—

Sonic Altimeters

Of the absolute altimeters, the sonic type appears
the most promising in the present stage of development.
The principal defect is that of intermittent indication
and perhaps of oxcesstve weight and bulk.

In all its forms the sonic altimeter consists of (a)
a source of sound and (b) apparatus for measuring the
time interval botwcon tho emission of a sound and tho arriv-
al of an echo from the ground. In ono design this time in-
terval is estimated by ear. Sinco tho principal utility is
at low altitudes and the velocity of sound is about 1,080
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,a, b,-. ,,. .

f’oet:’p,ersaconil, ,~.i~;e.<ntorval& of less than one second
must ordinarily ..le..nleas.u~?ed. @le of the primary difficult-
ies is to avoid fnterfereace from the noise of the air-
craft, engine and propo,ller.

,,,
The veloc%ty of :so.undvaries with temperature at a

rate of 0.19 percent pe,r degree Centigrade. It is practi-
ce,lly.inde~endent ,of .%arometric pressure. Both the air
speed of the airplane and the horizontal distance between
the point of sou~d emission and.the point at which the
echo is received influeuce the amount of the time inter-
val, but, with proper calibration of the timer, to a neg-
ligible extent. (See reference 6.)

The characteristics of the echo vary with the ter-
rain under the aircraft to a sufficient degree so as to
give considerable information on its character, whether
forest, water, or open field.

Behm sonic altimeter.- The .Eehm al,timot,er consists
essentially of a detonating mechanism for Rroducing the
sound, two nicropiloaes and megaphones, and a tfme-intez?val
indicator graduated in altitude units. A schematic dia-
gram is shown in figure 1. A gun, automatically fired in
tune latest design, is used as” th~ soi%rce of sound. The
time-interval fndic”ator consists of a omall flywheel A,
a Projection of which is held pressed against a plate
sprtng B by means of an electromagnet C and. armature
Q* A sector D, operated by a pinion E on the flywheel
shaft, carries a small mirror F from which a team of
light from electric lamp G is reflected to a scale E.
The light is focused by means of a short-focus lens J
which is suppoit&il upon a plate spring which in turn is
acted upon by an electromagnet X. When the gun L is
fired, curreut in the electromagnet C momentarily is re-
duced by the action of the sound on the microphone 2A.
This releases the flywheel A and thus rotates the mirror
r. When the echo is received by the microphone N, the
electromagnet K movos the spring upon which the lens J
is mounted so that the image of the light on th”e scale is
deflected at right angles. to the line of its motion. At
the point of oscillation of the light beam 1? the scala
is read. The usual range. of the instrument is “1OO meters
(328 feet) . ..

Flight tests made by the D.V.L. .(”references 6 and ‘7)
show that the Initrunent has a :mean error 0$ *3-1/2 metere
in the range from 20 to 100 neteri, ail~ f!rdh’”1to 2 meters 4
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.’. .
i’tithe range below 20 meters. ~hese tes,ts-were made with
the engine runntng at 1,200 to 1,250,’r.~”.m. The weight of
th”~ instrument in the form described,a~ove is about 25
pounds. : .’.. r.—.--.

. . ,..- -= -.—--=—.
‘ G.E. sonic altimeter.-———.- ,... The Gawier model of the in-

strument (reference 8) is shotvu schematically in figure 2.
The sound from a whistle W ,1s dir?cted”downward %Y a meg-
aphone S and its echo is receive~ %y megaphone R. At
the instant the sound is emitted, a sprin~.driven ti_rner

The indication of thi~”is started by means of a solenoid. .

timer is observed at the instant the echo is heard through
the stethoscope ST. At low altitudes the timer is not or-
dinarily used and the altitude is based on an s~timate By
the observer of the interval of time between the emission
of the sound and the arrival of the echo.

As air compressors are not ordinarily installed on
aircraft, gas is bled frou the exhaust of an engine cylin-
der (EC in fig. 2) through a check vnlve and stored at a
pressure of about 50 pounds per square inch in the tank PT.
The whistle has a frequency of 3,000 cycles per second and
is operated every two seconds by means of a motor-controlled
va3,ve. The control apparatus is indicated at CA. The
bleeder line 3L increases the strength of the diract sig-
nal from the whistle in the stethoscope and the acoustic
filter AF filters out low-frequency components due main-
ly to the engine aad propeller.

In the above design the range was made as great as
possible. With the engine running at oruising speed, indi-
cations up to 800 feet were obtained: with the engine
idling, up to 1,400 feet. The weight of the insiirument is
about 30 pounds.

The above-described instrument has been lately mod{-”
fied to have a lower range, about 100 feet, which is all
that appears to be essential in lauding blind. A metal
diaphragm periodically operated by electrical me-ans to
produce a sound of Z,000 c.p.s., is used instead. of the
whistle, thus eliminating the bleeding of one of the en-
gine cylinders. The sound received after reflection from
the earthls surface is p’~ssed th?ough a two-stage anpli-
fier. The incident and.reflected sounds are transmitted
to the radiotelephone in the headgear, giving rise to a
sound superimposed upon the radio signals.
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Dubois-Laboureur sonic altimeter .- This instrument
,has a-;;$~;-.~;ethod ~n~c~on which eliminates the u~e
-of ’relays with’c~ntacts. (See references 9 aiid 10. ) ‘ At
the instant of emission of the sound a neon lamp is light-
ed by means of a slight addition to the voltage across it.
During the time the qec)n lamp is lighted an elec$r#.o oon-
d,ehserl the qeqgati+e side of which is connected to the
“grid of “a vacuum tube, is being’ c~arged.. At the Instant

‘1of rec&pt’io,n of the refleotpd sound a control. is:operated
,,so”’that the-.ne’onlamp is put out. “The qaximum change in
tahe plate” current, measutied by a milliammotmr~ is an indi-
.’ca”t”ionof this time inte”rv.aland thus of the altltude... .-

The sound 1s”made automat”ic.ally-.a’tintervals of either
two or four seconds hy a men~rane vibrated hy means of com-
pressed air at ‘a frequency of 1,200 c.p.s. Tho echo is re-
ceived by an electromagnetic mic~ophono,

.
The: instrument has two ranges, 5 to 60 and 20 to 500

meters, the latter of whi”ch is o%tained by adding z, resista-
nce to the capacity ,circuit. The weight of- an. instrument
is s-ta”tedto be 40 pounds, and 48 -pounds with an air corn-”
prc+ssor”.- ““ ‘

... .

“ Delsasso sonic altimeter’.- Delsasso (reference 11)——.
“h&s d;;;~;p%~ sonic altimeter which flight measurements
show to have a range from 4 to 700 feet, No details-:are
available as this is written prior to the iss-uo of his
paper.

,

.—

●

r

,, Radio Altimeters” ~’
..’.,,

Anumber of electrical circuitp have ~con propoeoa.
(roforeucee 2.,’22, 13) for util.iz~ng tho interference ef-
fects ofradio waves received after reflection from the
earth~s surface in order to measure the a.1.titqd~ of .alr-
crait. ‘The” reflected waves are rece,ivad’”b~ t.hq oscillator .
and affect to h mea~uiable extent both its ,arnpl.itudeand
frequency. This has led”.to experiments’ op methods of in-
dication depo”ading” oti beat fr’equencie~’,aild oiiphase diffor-
ences~ According to Green (rofe’rence 13)_the radio altime-
ter functions accurately at altitudes above 650 feet and
is of no value %’elow 350 feet, whi,ch’,$s a distinct liruita=
tion.

No instrument of this type thus far developed has a
satisfactory pe-rformance, The weight and bulk of the radio
altimeter are likely to be excessive for general use, *

*
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Capacity Altimeters
,:’: ,:

.)..

Considerable work on this type of altlmete~- h-as”%een’
‘don.b by Gunn (reference 14),:i.n”this country. It d%pehds

~’;,for-)its,indicatio~ upon the- cha”nge with pdoxim~-ty of” the
-“.~rcntnd in -the electrical capkcztafi,ce of *WO plates Mounted
.o’u’“the aircraft. The maxirmnsira-njgeoin indication attained
is’of the order of 100 feet, ”which is,.tQo Iciw for me-s-t.p”ur-

., -poses.
,. .= , ------._.- ----,. ---- —

‘-Zheremin has propoeed -acircuit, in which a visual and
con%”imuous means of indication is proyided. No details &$e
av’a’ilabl e. 4.”“ “. --- —

.=-,,, .. —r --- . .-

BAROWTRIC AltimeterS
. .

. . .

The barometric type altimeter i.s an aneroid barome-
ter, gpaduated to indicate altitude in accordance with the
alti.tude-pressure-temperature re”l”ation,which “de~in-e=s.he
s.t-an~%= atmosphere. A single ~tandar~ knowq as th’e United

“States Standard Atmosphere is now used for aeronautic pur~
. ‘A’-pbses “(rqfeience 15)0

-, .
Altimeter-s may be dt~id.ed j.ritotwo classes, solei.j on

● .t-h6,.%asisof, their sensitivity, into ordinary instruments
“sad S.ensititve ‘altimeters, In ordinary altimeters the sen-
~&ttivity in gea–er’al roes n-et exc-eed G“fie-rev’olution 7if the
“pointer for each 10,000 feet. In the sensitive type the...

‘:-po’inter makes one”revolution per 1,000 feet.

The- sensitive altimeter is relatively more useful in”
“’%lind flying since it can also be uses to fly level, that
is , to indicate slight changes in altitude. Only the s@n-
sitive altimeter will ‘be discussed in this report alth”ough
much of the discussion will apply equa”lzy ti-el~to the old-
er type instrument. —

The use”of the aneroid altimeter to measure altitude
above the ground level is subject to a num%er of 3nherent
disadvantages, which in certain cases may be offset by’
suitable corrections. The disadvantages are as follows:

.,

(a) The instrument does not mea~ure altitude. It
measures pressure, but is calibrated in altitude units in
accordance with the altitude-press-are relation of the
standard atmosphere. A given reading, therefore’, co~re-
sponds to a definite pressure level and not, fn general$
to an altitude level.
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(b) The instrument indicates’ the altitude
level on the earth, such as sea level, only at
take-off. The Indication is adjusted, usually
of take-off. so that the altimeter reads z’ero~

●

✎

above a fixed
the time of
at the time
and then in-

dicates in standard altitude the height above the level. de-
termined solely by the air pressure of the field at the time
of adjustment. But the altitude above. sea level correspondi-
ng to thie reference pressnre varies with respect t.o both
tipe and place., Thus under averago summer conditions in
thb ~qik’ted states the “variation in air pressure at the
ground level int”ioduces an uncertainty of atiout *1OO feet
in standard altitude at the terminus of a crons-.country
flight of about five hours. Unusual conditions increase
this up to +300 feet. In winter, the average uncertainty
is +300 feet aad may be as much as A1,000 feet under unu-
sual conditions.

(c) The barometric method of measuring the absolute
altitude above anj base depends on measurements of both
the air pressure and temperature, and on measurement of
‘other” quantities ‘which may be neglected here, If the alti-
tude above the ground level is desired, the indication of *
the a~timeter must be corrected for deviation of the tem-
perature of the”air column frcm that assumed in the stand-
ard “atmosphere” used as the altimeter calibration standard. r

An a~proximate method of computing this correction,
which is sufficiently accurate in most cases! merely in-
volves measurtng two air temperatures, one at the ground
level and the other at the flight level. The average of
these two temperatures gives approxinwtely the mean temper-
ature of the air column. The correction can then be ob-
tained from published tables, or as is oftenpreferrod., the
entire computation can be made on a computer such as has
been designed for the purpose. ..””

(d) AS a corollary of (b) , the altimeter is not lls’elf-
containedl’ when used in making a landing. It is necessary
to obtain know2edge, by radio or other neans~ of the atmos-
pheric pressure at the level of the landing field just pre-
vious to landin”g~ This offers littl”e trouble when a land-
ing is made at an airport with the prcper facilities for
~his se-rvlce. .,.,.,

*
...’ ..’

&
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‘Sensitive Altimeter

History .- A brief statement on the development of
sensitive altimeters may be of interest. TiheTf3r8FiiiEitru.
ment was built about 1923 by the Engiz@6rIrig Divisioii of
the Army Air Service at McCook Yield, Dayton, Ohio. The
development was continued by Juliea Z?. Friez and Sons-, and
bY tfie Taylor Instrument Companies, both orgari:tzations
liaviug constructed instruments for the Army Air Corps..
Although the desigu of the multiplying mechanism of these
vabious instruments differed somewhat, all were of the
same” sizes with the main dial six inches in diameter. The
“in~truments had two pointers with the--axis of one of them
offset like the second hand of a watch. !Che range was”
20,000 feet with the main pointer making one revolution
for each ,1,000 feet. The other pointer Was used to indi-
cate the num%er of revolutions of t-he main ~oiuter. The-
smallest scale division” corresponded to a change in alti-
tude of 10 feet, the scale being evenly divided. ‘“-,, ,, — — -.. .... .

The Kollsman instrument kas o~iginally %uilt to comply
“with specifications issued by the Bureau of Aeronautics of
the Navy Dopartment~ It differs from the earlier instru-
ments & that the dial is 2-3/4 inches in diameter, the same
as that o“f the standard-service altimeter, and that the
$rnallest scale division cor~esponds to a c~ange in alti-
tude of 20 feet. Further, the ~vo-noiaters are coniieiiiric,
.a change which increases the’ cotiven~ence in reading.

.

i)escr.iption.- Thg m8chanis~ is shown diagrammatical-
ly in figure 3. The ~ressure~sensit~%e elenen% consifis

..-- . -—..-_

of three evacuated diaphragm capsu~es D. These are free
to expaud along their principal axis as ih6-air pre8sure -
is reduced. The element i; attached to a mounting”~late
at the center of the rear capsule and to a multiplying
mechanism at the centbr of the front “capsule. As the cap-
sules deflect with change tn pressure, a lever connected
to the center Of the-c~psu~’es--iot~tes bell crank 3 and
sector S. Through gears Gl, G2, and G3,
P~

yoin’ter shaft
is rotated at a rate of one revclut”ion for eacli 1,000

feet c~ange in altitu3e. l?ointe~ s%ka:tt & , on which a
shorter pointer is mounted., is rotated through an addi”%”~on-
al gear train at a rate of one revolution for each 10,000
feet. A third and smaller pointer “(hot s~own in +he fig-
ure) which indicates the full range of the instrument in
one revolution is placed on shaft P~ . Ilacklash is taken
up by hairspring H. A weight M is used to balance the
mechanism for the effect of changes in orientation of the
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instrument. The spring R adds stiffness to the pressure
element.

The bimetallic %ar T changes its curvature’with tem-
..perature and thus,causes a deflection in the same waY as
the pressure element. This deflection is so chosen as to
compensate at one pressure (’760 mm or 29.92 inches of mer-
,cury) for changes in the reading which would otherwise OC-
cur due to changes in the temperature of the instrument

“’Due to the extreme sensitivity of the instrument, ac-
curacy and smooth operation is obtained only by the use of
gears cut to extremely fine tolerances and by close adjust-
ment “of the, mechanism.

The instrument mech~ism is installed in a standard
bakelite case of the 2-3/4-inch dial qize. The depth of
the case pro~er is about 3-5~8 inches.,
. .

The air pressure in the cockpit or ca%in of an air-
plane may-dsviato from the static air pressure by as much
as an equi-lent altitude of 1,00 feet under the conditions
of flight, which introduces an uncertainty of the same
amount in” the Indications of altimeters. This is avoided
by connect~ng the case of the altimeter to a static tube
mountod oh a strut, usually that of the pitot-static air-
spead meter. It is obvious that the case of tho altimotor
ru~}stbe airtight against this small difforontial pressure.

Ad&tmonts.- Altimeters are constructed with adjust-.- ———
ments which greatly facilitate their usefulness. These
adjustments have taken various forms in an effort to meet
the various conditions of operation, and it is not evident
that any one.adjustment is universally acce-pted as satis-
ftictor~. Four of these are-briefly described.

(a) One type as shown in figure 4, is equipped
ti”itha knob K for simultaneously rotating the pointors
and the small trtangu.lar markers or indices M in oppo-
site directions. ,,Assuming no ,instrumental .error,s~ the
pointers will ind3.cate the altitude above the particular
pressure level corresponding to the indication of the nark-
ersb If the markers are adjusted to read zero (fig. 4A),

“the p’ointers will indicate zero when the instrument is eub-
jocted to an air pressure of 760 mm (29.92 inches) of mer-
cury (zero altitude) , and also will indicate altitudes
abovo (or below) this roferonco lovol at othor air pros-

.

.

8
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sures. If the markers are adjusted to indicate 210 feet,
as shown in figure 43, the pointers will indicate zero
when the air pressure has the value corresponding to an al-
titude of 210 feet.

..-
It is thus apparen~ that if it ig possible to adjust

the altimeter markers to the al?itude corresponding to the
pre..s~ at t,he airport ground level just previous to mak-
ing a landing, ,the pointers will indicate, except for in-
strumental error, the altitude alove the landing field.

,. (b) In another type of adjustment the altitude
dial only is rotatable and is provided with an index for
indicating pressures on a sub-dial as shown in figure !5.
The direction of increasing values is clockwise sor >oth
dia”ls.

Assuming no instrumental errors, the pointers indi-
cate the altitude a%tive the level at which the air pressure
i# that indicated on the pressure dial. Thus, in figure 5
the pressure dial iS set to read a pressure of 30.22 inches
of mercury. The pointers will theoretically read zero when
the instrument is ~uhjected to this pressure.

—.

It is seen that except for adjusting to a pressure in-
stead of to an altitude, this arrangement Is eC@Val_SIIt to

that d.escrihed under (a). It has one advantage in that
there is no necessity for attentfon to plus and minus val-
ues as is the case in adjusting to a reference altitude.
A disadvantage is that some provision must be made so that
the pressure scale has an adequate range and, in order to
hold to a s5mple mechanical design, does not exceed one rev-
olution. This can be done by having both the pressure and
altitude dials rotatable simultaneously in the same direc-
tion, the altitude dial rotating at the more rapid rate.
Such is the case in the instrument shown in figure 5, where
the pressure scale is only one third as open,as the alti-
tude scale and consequently the ratio of the rates is 3 to
2. This scheme has obvious limits, since it reduces the
sensitivity of the adjustment and thus fails to utilize the
full sensi%i%ity of the altimeter.

(C) An ad-ju=tment which’ i; equivalent to ‘type
(b) is that in which the altitude ‘dial iS Xixsd and the
pressure dial aad pointers are rotatable, as also tllus-
trated by figure 5. If the pressure’ arid altitude scales
increase both in,a clockwise direction, as h figure 53
the pointers and dial rotate in opposite directions. As
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for case (b), it is nece~sary to compress’-%he pressure scale
so as ndt”$o exceed one revelation, which’’”ib accomplished
“by rotating the pressure dial at a slower rate than the
pointers. In figure 6 this rate is 3 to 1. The commonts
made unter (b) on the limitations apply with equal forco
to this type.

,,, ,.
,.

(d) The methods of adjustment thus far deqcribed
afe particularly useful in measuring altitude in landlng,
In level flight it’ is desirable to have the pointer hori-
zontal so that its movement upward indica”top cl$mb, and
downward, descent. This requires in general that the en-
tire mechanism, including ‘the pointers and the dial, be
rotat,ab,le. “

IQ one experimental design the altimeter has only a
sezaflitive pointer, thus necessitating another altimeter
$or, indicating the.’altitude~ In this design the entl.re
medhanism, in,cl@ing the pointer, but usually excepting
the di.’al,is &otatable by means of, a kaob’. Wlaon the alti-
tude is Yeachqd at which flight is to be maintained, the
mechaiiism is rotated so that the pointer Ss opposite a
fixed index. “’

It has been common practico to include a moans for
m’ak%ig only one adjustment on altimeters so that’ up to tho
present a choico must be made botwcon an adjustment for
l’a,~ding such as described under (a), (b), or (c), or for
level flying. The instrument adjustable for utility in
landing is usually preferred. If it were found feasi%le
by means of a simple mechanism to incorporate in a single
instrument the adjustment usefu~ ia making a landirig, ei-
ther (a), (b), or (c) a’s described, and “that for flying
level, as stated under (d), the possibilities,, of the anew-
oid altimeter could be exploited to the max”imum.

Errors of altineters.- In considering the”errors of
sensitive altimeters, it should be recalled that thk small-
est soale division on the dial equals 1’0 fleet of altitude
and that the instrument can be read to a precision of 2
feet in the laboratory and not less thari 5 feet in flight.
Th6 accuracy of engineering instruuenxq is usually ex-
pressed as a percentage of the maximum range. ~“For tho~e
altimeters the accuracy is 0.05 percent if the erroxs do
not exceed the smallest scale division of 20 .feet~ When
it is remembered that nest enginooriag instruments with an
accuraay of oae percent are satisfactory, ‘it is obvious
that in considering a higher accuracy many so”u3ces of er-

b
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ror must be considered which may ordinarily be neglected.
‘A ‘thormzgh consideration of possi%l-e e-rrors ati~their ‘ev~l-
u,ation in the laboratory is the more important since a ,num-
be~ of the errors are indeterminat~ uqder the COQ~it.ions_
of flight. .— -.. .+ : .:

—

The errore of altimeters are considered in detail in
a report now in preparatio~ on altitude instruments and
therefore will not be given here. It is necessary, how-
ever, to define briefly the various errors and to include
some data. ,ot”~ : - “ ..+.

Scale error .is the amount by which the instrument at
a temperature of -1-20*”i.fails to indicate the altitude in
the standard atmosphere when subjected to the pressure
corresponding to this altitude. It is a measure of-the
accuracy with which the mechanism of the instrument has
been adjusted to indicate altitude in accordance with the
sta~.dard altitude-pressure relation. The test is ordina-

- rily made with the markers of the altimeter sot to zero
or the pressure scale to 760 mm (29.92 “inches) of mgrcury.
Yho s:calo errors for small deviations from these settings
,(1,000 feet) do not differ substantially.

The scsle errors of a representative instrument are
gives in fi~wre 6, i-awhich’ curve A shows the errors
while the instrument was subjected to decreasing pressures;
and curve B, the errors for pressures increasing back to
atmospheric.

The results of three scale error ‘~esti made On “suc-
cessive days on an altimeter in Fine altitude range -1,000
to +400 feet are shown in fi~re 7. It is seen that tQe_
deviation of the indiv~d~al errors from the best curve
through all of the points dogs not qxceed 15 fe?~~ T-his
value is representative of average acceptable instruments.

\

!l’emperature error~ are c@~ges ia the indication of.—
the instrument due solely to changes in i.nstrument _t_emper-
ature. These ar~ mainly due to the effect of temperature
on the elastic moduli, of the pres~-are element. Altimeters

\are usually compensated for the effect of temperature at .
zero altitude. i!’oruse in landing, the temperature error
at tho landing lGVO1 should be relatively si~all, which is
not necessarily the case when compensated only at zero al-
titude. It should be noted that altimeters hav6 been con-
structed which have been compensated for ‘the effect” of ie”m-
perature, not only at zero altitude, but at all altitudes
in the range of indication.
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The scale errors at a number of temperatur~s aro given
in tablo I for an instrunont typical of the performance of
thoso now available and for an oarlior modol with complota
tomporaturc3 cornponsation. lt 1s socn that the &lffe&0nC08
in error at all altitudes is, on tko wholo, nuch 10BS for
tho instrument with completo temporaturo compensation but
that the temporaturo compensation at zero altitudo is bOt-
torfor the typical instrument.

TABLE I

Scale ~rrors of Two Sensitiv’o .AltlEotors
at Various .Tomperatures

H~teresis and after effect.- When the s~l? error.y
for both-~y~~~~–~~~~~~~~~-~~~ altitude decreasing era
plotted against altitude, the difference in error given by
thetwo curves at a given altitude is defined.as the hys-
t~resis, or perhaps more correctly, the lag of an altlme-
ter. This difference at zero altitude, or for all practical
purposes at atmospheric pressure? is usually called the af-
ter effect. The after effect in good instruments practi-
..cally disappears after the instrume~t has been rested for
12 to 24 hours.

At 10,dCIO feet the hysteresis of the instruuont f.cr
which the scale errors are given in figure 6 is 30 fe@t,
which i~ the gap botwoen tho curves A and B. Similarly
tho after effect (at an altitude of 300 feet) is 40 feet.
Ordinarily tho dif%ronco in the scale comroctione given

.. by curves suchas A and B is a maximum at about the
middle altitude and for most instrurnonts slightly exceeds
that for curves A and 3~

.

.

i
I

.

,
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....Drift and recovery .- It is well known that the deflec-
tion of instruments depending uport aa elastic system
changes with time. In the case of altimeters this change
is evaluated by subjecting them to a definite change in_
-pressure and o%serving the subsequent indications. The in-
crease in indication after the first readi-ng, which is
taken as soon as possible after the pressuro change has
boon completed, is usually known as the drift. When the
instrument is again subjected to the original pressure af-

, tor. the drift has been obtained, drift again occurs which
for convenience is called recovery. A definite time elapses
before the instrument again indicates the original reading.

Drift curves are shown for two different altimeters
in figures 8 and 9. In obtaining the data in figure 8 the
altimeter ‘was subjected to a decrease in

7
ressure from ’756

to 524 millimeters of mercury (9,800 feet in 35 seconds.
After 1-1/2 minutes and at subsequent interVals of time,
the altimeter and a mercurial barometer, the latter meas-
uring the pressure to which, the altimeter was being sub-
jected, were read. The change iq the readiug of the al-
tinoter is plotted as the drift, zero time boiqg taken as
tho instant at which the pressure reduction was completed.

Tho data in figure 9 were obtained similarly except
that the press-ire was reduced fron 768 to 430 millimeters
of mercury (15,300 feet) in 30 seconds, and the first read-
ing wae obtained 2-1/2 minutes after the pressure reduc-
tion was completed. In both figures the drift is given
loth in fee&and ia equivalent pressure unitsQ \.

It is obvious that the drift commences at the instant ‘-
the pressure change commences andthat a great deal of \
drift has occurred in the timo interval between tho instant ‘
at which the pressure reduction ceased and the first read- /
ing was takm. The drift is most rapid initially.

/“

Recovery curves are also shown in figures 8 and 9.
Tho recovery is obtained from readtngs taken at the con-
clusion of the drift test and aft~r the instruments aro
a~ain subjected to atmospheric pressure. Tho ~ltimet~r
and rporcurial baroneter are read at intervals of time im-
mediately following the increasa to atmo~pheric pressure.
The change in reading subsequent to the first reading is
called the recovery. In geaeral, after the drift test,
altimeters read hiflher at a Giv&o pressure and gradually
approach their original readlrig. Tbe rgcovery may be
said.to be cor~lote when the altimeter regains its origi-
nal reading. The difference between the error at complete
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recovery and the recovery at a given instant of time is of-
ten called the after effect. A152~ouuh the ~~”erimontal
procedure appears to he different, the after effect follow-
ing drift a~d that following a scale-c:-ror test are caused
ly the,same property of the elastic system; namely, that

~~ a .d”eformation doponds upon time as WCL1 as the load”.. . . ...

In o“bt~.ining the rqcovery curve shoIYn in figure 8,
the prossuro, WaS increased s,fter.the one hour–drift test
“from 530 to 755 millimeters of mercury in about 20 seconds.
‘The fitist reading was taken one minute later and is -plot-
ted as zero recovery at the time o.f one minute. The su%-
se.qu~nt changes in tho reading of the altirnotor are plot-
tod as tihe recovory. A reading taken 17 hours later showed
tlcie recovery to be coaglGte, t-hat is, the rgading of the
i“nsirunlent was then tie same as befure the drift test, af-
ttir correcting for the difference in air pressure.

The recov,ery ~tirve”sbo~n in figure 9 was obtained.
similarly, .except that the firessure was increased from 430
to ’766 tiillim,eters of n.er~mry in a%out 10 sec”onds and the
“first Y“eading obtainod 50 ‘seconds after the increase in
pre.ssure,was comple,to. After 16 hours the instrument had
failed to ,return to its reading,-oefore the drift test by

,18 feet, This f,ailuro to regain the original roadlng is
n~t a time effoc”t, but probally due to a mechanical impor-
foc~,$o,n. .

It has bebn sliown ly a number of investigators that
if,tbe drift has continued until the drift-time curve is
pract~cally asymptotic, the recovery and drift curves are
.pr.actieally identical if t;le drift and recovery are ex-
pressed in” terms of pressure units rather than altitude
Usli”ts, The relation is eviiient;-’-ine,moa~urej by inspec-
tion of figures 8 and 9, but exporimente.1 difficulties
Prevent Observations at tho pr~ckse instant at which drift
and recovery commence, so that t~e direct comparison is
measurably imperfect. The equivalence of drift and reoov-
ery is of value in estlrnat~ng the arount of recovery at
graund level which will occur f?llo~:j.ng .a flight of some
hours at a gitin altitude: .

A further aid in estimating recovery i’s the fact tWt
for the sams time duration th~ ratio of the drift in pres-
sure units to the pressure differ~nce producing it is a
constant independent of the pr~~s-~ro differeaco (or alti-
tude) . This statement mu~t b~ consid~rod as approximate
and sub~~ct to the ~rrors attO~&ant upon the difficulty
with which drift is ~easl~red during its commencement.

.
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Vibrat io~-—— and frict.$.~~.- Tho ins_trumen*5_8r0 subj~ct-
cd in the laboratory to a circular vibration 1/32 inch in
diameter, varying in frequency from 1s000 to &OCO cyciOs
per minute. Tho plane of the vibration is 45 from tho
horizontal. Laboratory tesis on the best of the sensitive
altimeters have shown that:

(a) The natural frequency of the mechanism as a
whole is not letween 1,000 and 23000 c.y-’m. The extreme
notion of the pointer with reference to t’ne dial varies
from 5 to 10 feet in the above frequency ranges and is not
more than 20 feet in the range from 29000 to 23530 c.p~m-~
Ordinarily if the vibration has a freqnency near the natu-
ral frequency of- the altimeter~ readings are difficult to
make on account of the excessive amplitude of the pointer
vibratian, and in addition, the resultant wear and s%rain-
in the mechanism usually causes early failure of the instrum-
ent ●

(b) The change in error at atmospheric pressure
for first-class altimeters after vibration for three hours
was practically zero.

(c) It was also found that the reading changed
from 5 to 10 feet while the instrument was being vibrated.
..>,.

The above results are not conclusive, because service
conditions in general deviate from the test conditions

Friction, if not excessive, causes little error or un-
certainty in the reading of sensitive altimeters if they
are subjected to a vibration with an amplitude of at least
0.005 inch, ~hich iS ordinarily present under sqrvlce co~-.
d.itions. When the amplitude of vibration is less, _as WY
be the caso on instrument boards wheu the engine is throt-
t-led down, tho error due to friction is usually excessive,

The friction is measured ~uri~g a scale-error test by
noting the difference inreading at various points on the
scale %efore and after tapping or vibrating the instrument
lightly. Differences greater than 60 feet are excessive.

Secular error~.- It has bG~n found that the error at————_—..-_—_.—
atmospheric pressure, that is zero altitude, chaagos with
time and further, tests show that the entire scale-error
curve is shifted hy the amount of the chaugo. This pro-
gressive change in error has %oon called the secular error
or zero shift. It is in the main caused by a combination
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of the release of internal stresses and a drift in the di-
aphragm ,capsul es, and can be a’~;oid.ed,in large part by ar-
tificial seasoning and heat traatuaut. Short-time tests
on sensitive altimeters during wlzlch they were subjected
to atmospheric Fressure only showed a progressive change
in the scale errors of the order of lG feet in 100 days,
l?he deviation of individual observations from the smoothod
curvo was *3O feet. The deviations from the curve for a
few days following scale-error tests were much greater,
roughly +20 feet. The secular exror is. such that for most
altimeters the reading at a given -pressure decreases with
ttme..

Position error.- This error is the change in reading
due ,to the effect–~f statically unbalanced parts when the
i.ns’trument is oricntod about its principal horizontal axes.

. Tho..maximum chango in reading between any two positions
for a well-balanced instrument does not exceed 5 to 10
feet.

Installation error.- The instrument case must ~e con-
llecte~-~–~~~~tic head such as that of the pitot-static
tube, in order to eliminate the effect of variations in
the s+ir,pressure in the cockpit.
. .

L&g in reading.- At high rates o~clirnb or descent an.-————
appreciable timo lag in indication may occur duo to a dif-
foreuco between the prossuro within the case of tho indi-
cator and that at tho static tube. This difforonco in

.pressuro or lag AP, 18 given by

A P.= AR (1)

whore A is the lag constant in seconds, and R is the
rate of change of pressure per second of the atmospheric
pressure. The lag constant A varies with tho particular
installation and can be computed by the formula:

where PJ is the coefficient of’ viscosity of air
(173 X 10-s poises at Op.&).

1 is the length In centimeters of the line
concocting the static tube with the in-
dicator.

(2)
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C is thp volume$n cu~ic centimeters of the,,..
air cha~lber, that “is of all-of tfie”indi-.. . .-, -.+,. cater” cases,’ a’ltime-~crs, a-nilair”-spee~ ~~
d%cators, connected to the static tube. “.
(226 cc fdr “sensitive altimeter cases ahd ..
1S7 cQ-fQr air-_speed indicator cases). ‘“.... —— -. —

.,
-r is-the radius of the bo~-e in centimeters

of the connecting line (0.147 cm for’ 3/16-,:,. .....
inish-Iine and 0.225 Em for l/4-incih li~e), ““

.“

F is the atmospheric pressure In dynes per
square centimeter (assumed 25 inches of
mercury or 0.84 X 10s dynes per square
centimeter) .

.

With these units, h is obtained in seconds.

The constant h can be directly measured for a“partic-
ular installation, consisting”of one or more instrument~i
by a simple method. It is the ~imq required for the Rres- “i:-

\sure (not speed) difference to %ecome 1/0 or 37 percent ‘of ~
the initial pressure difference.. The case and lines rmis’b
be leaktight. A suction is app~ie”d -ho the static tube euf-,
ficient to deflect the pointier of an &ir-spe-ed indicator,

. if it is part of the installation, to 100 miles per hour
or knots. Zhe static tube 1s sudde:.ly opened to the, at-
mosphere and the time interval observed ,for the pointer to
change its reading from 100 to 61 miles “per hour or knots.
This time is the lag constant.

If the lag constant is small, the time nay be meas-
ured for the speed t-o fall from 100 to 37 miles fier”hour
or kIIOts, in which case the lag constafit is one half of
the observed time. The latter is the time required for
the pressure difference to become l/ez or 13.5 pe~~ent
of its initial value.

Ii? no air-speed indicator forms part of ~he ins~alla-
ti03i~ apply a suction to the static tube suf~l~~nt to
change the altimeter reading 2,ooO feet and then suddenly
release the suction. The lag constant is the time for the
reading to decrease 1,280 feet or to a reading of 720 feet,
One half of the time for a decrease of 1,740 feet (read-
ing of 260 feet) also equals the lag constant.

For an error due to lag equal to 10 feet at an alti-
tude of 5,000 feet, AP is found to equal approximately
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0.15 inch of water. Values of tha lag constant for this
value of AP for various rates of climb and descent, com-
puted %y equation (l), are Given in ta~le IIc The maximum
lengths of tubing which can be used, as computod by equa-
tion (2) and verified oxporineatally, based on tho above
values of the lag constant and the values of the constants
pertaining to the installed igstruments~ are also given lD
table II. At altitudes below 5,000 feet the lag in indica-
tion will be less than 10 feet and above 5s000 feet greater,
for the given lengths of line. Yor lags in excess of 10
feet; the length of lin~ will be proportionally 10ngOr.

TABLE II

Static Pressure Lag

Maximum length of line which can be used if the lag
due to climb or descent is not to exceed 10 feet at an al-
titudo of 5,000 feet.

Instruments

1 altimeter
do.
do.
d’o●

1 air-speed
indicator

1 altimeter
do ,,
a-o●

do.

2 air-speed
indicators

2 altimeter
do .
do.
do.

3 air-speed
indicator

3 altimeter
do ●

do.
do.- ,—----— -—

Rate of clh
or descent

ft.~rnin.
at 5000 feet

500
1000
2000
5000

500
1000
2000
5000

500
1000
2000
5000

500
1000
2000
5000—— —-——

Volume of sensitive altirf
indicator, 157 cc.

Lag
constant
seconds

-—-— --
1.32

● 66
‘.33
.13

1.32
● 66
.33
.13

1.32
.66
.33
.13

1.32
● 66
.33
.13———- ..

Length of
3/16-inch

line
feet.-—--.—
135
67.5
34.0
13.5

79
3905
20.0
7.9

39.5
19.5
9.8
4.0

26
13
6.5
2.6

Length of
l/4-inch

line
feet

’740
3’70
185
?5

408
204
102
41

204
102
51
20,5

144
72

?1, 5,—--—-
r assumed 226 cc; of air-sp~~d

m
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Ac@!nracy in Heasuring Altitude.

The instrumental errors of ail altimeter when used to
measure the”altitude of the aircraft above the earthts
surface in a cross-country flight, are as follows:
.

(5) Scale errors.
(b) Friction and vibratioa. errors. ____
(c) Secular errors.
(d) Position errors.
(e) Temperature errors.
(f) Drift.. ..
(g) Hysteresis.,’,.’,,

In addi.t”ion to. the instrumental e-rr”or.s,tle _~cCUr.ac_y_>s
affe”cted by the following more serious errors inherent in
the’ barometric method.

(h) Deviation of the temperature of the air col-
umn from that assumed in the standard atmosphere.

(k) Change in tho atmospheric prpssure at tho
roferonce lo~el or base.

(m) Variations in the elevation of the surface
of tho earth.

It will be seen that tho errors (a) to (~) inclusive
aro readily detorminablo for each i~strumeat, and that
corrections for those errors can easily bo applied in flight.
Of the remaining errors, the temperature error (e) is inde-
torminato owing to tho added inconvenience” ”of-ti-easuring=e

—- —— .-

temperature of the instrument, but the construction of in-
struments compensate~ for temperature at all altitudes of-
fers no practical diff_ic~lties other than_tha%_ of incre~se~
cost. The drift and hysteresis effects (f~and~) are in-
determinate since they both depend on time and the previ-
ous elastic history of the instrument.

The errors (h), (k), and (m) can he eliminated onlY
by obtaining information from the ground. To correct for
error (h) requires a knowledge of the temperature” o~ -the
air column and the computation of a correction to be ap-
plied to thp altitude obtainod after correcting the altime-
ter reading for instrumental errors. To correct for- ‘err-or
(k) requires a knowledgeof tlie barometric pres,sure at the
reference level at the position immediately “Delow the air-
plane and the consequent ’rea,djustmen’t of “the dial of the
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altineter, or its equivalent, to indicate zero at this
reference level. It”is obvious that a knowledge of the
elevation above sea level of the carth~s surface tmmodi-
ately beneath the aircraft is required to correct for er-
ror (m):;

The magnitude of the instrumental errors can be eval-
uated with considerable precision for particular cases
when using a first-class instrument. Thus , assuming the
instrument in a rested condition for at least 12 hours,
the errore in the indicatio~ will be about as given in ta-
%le 111 for a flight from 5 to 10 hours, at either 5~000,
10,000, or 15,000 feet. The magnitudes of errors inherent
in the barolnetric method, (h), (k), and (m) are also Given
in t,a%le III. It is ~een that corrections must be applted
fo,r tlm latter errors if a performance consistent with the
smaller instrumental errors is to be realized.

,,. ,.
TABLE III

Errors iu Indication of Altimeter in Cross-Country Flight

Description Error in feet

(a)

(b)

(c)
,.

“’(d)

(~)

(f)

(~)

(h)

Scale errors, up to . . . . . . . . . . . .

Friction and vi-oration errors, up to . . .

Secular errors in 50 days . . . . . . . .

Position error, up to . . . . , . . . . .

Touporature error, feet per ‘Cd, up to. .

Drift iu 5 hours at 5,000 feet ● . . “. . .
II 10,000 ‘1
!! 15,000 11 .“.” .”.”.*.

Hysteresis, not exceeding “ . . . . . . . . ,

Hysteresis, for small deviatio~s from a
given altitude . . . . . . . . .

Correction for deviation at start of flight
from standard temperature of the air col-
umn, up to 10 percent of the indicated al-

of air column during
hours, up to about 4
cated altitude.

titude. Ilrror due to change in temperature
flight of about 5
percent of the indi-

U

*5O ~

+x 5

-10

*10

+2

+-25
+50
+75

+50

10
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(k)

..

(-m)

for

Effect of change in atmospheric-press-ire in
flight of 5 hours:

In winter, up to +1;000”
In summer, up to +300

Errors due to changes in elevation of ear-th:s
surface are extremely variable.

Consider now the case when .corroctiops are applied
the er~ors as mresented in table III. The residual

of errors (a), (b); (c), and (d) as ‘a whole will 3e about
*1O feet, and is unlikely to he as much as *2O feet. As-
suming that a rough estimate (within 10°C.) of ‘the average
temperature of the instrument during fi’ight be made while
on t’he ground and a correction based on this %e applied-,
the residual uncertainty in the temperature error (e) will
be about *2O feet. The exact correction to be applied for
the drift and hysteresis, (i’) and (g), cannot be easily
determined. Since most of the drift at a Given indication
occurs within the first half-hour, an approximate correc-
tion can he applied on this basis. Hysteresis will lJe
avoided by not flying much above the “a-ve~~–al%ttude
at which t’he flight is to be made. This procedure should
reduce the uncertainty duo ,to loth drift and hysteresis to
about 20, 3C, and 50. feat at 5,000, 10,000, and 25,000
feet, respectively.

When the altimeter. is adjusted for “the change’ia air
pressure at the ground levell the residual uncertainty in
the error listed as (k), should not exceed *O feet” under
favorable weather conditions, and with proper, equi~ment
for securing the data.

When the approximate metho-d of determ~n’i~g *E6 me%’n -
temperature of tho air column is used in findfrig”the tem-
perature correc~n- (h), the uncertainty in the corrected
altitude ordi~arily does not exceed ono percent of the al-
titude, but may be as much as four percent. It sh@d ho
emphasized that this error is proportzocal to t,he altitude
in-contrast to tho fact that ~iaa~ of tho other errors ar”o
independent of altitude. .—.,, ._ _ .

A correctioil cannot be ~ppliod for tho dovjation of
the mean temperature of the air column (h), in ta%le III,
unless the temperature of” the air at the ground level %e-
low the ‘airplane is known. In fIights reas~nably close to
the base, k~o~led~e Of the air t~mperature’at this point
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will be sufficient, in which case the residual uncertain-
ty due tio the change in temperature is practically zero.
However, the uncertainty in the temperature correction
considered in the Rreced3.ng paragraph still remainso

Summarizing, after applying all corrections, the over-
all uncertainty in the altitude due to instrumental er-
rors may be as much as about 50 feet in a flight at 10~000
feet for 5 to 10 hours. This means that flight at a def-
inite pressure level can be maintained with errors not ex-
ceeding 0.5 percent. When corrections are also applied
for the remaining errcrs, whioh are listed as (h) and (k)
in table III, there remaine an average uncertainty of about
one percent in the true altitude above the base or refer-
ence level. To this must be added whatever uncertainty
exists in error (m).

Performance in Flying Level

When poor visibility or fog is encountered, the air-
plane is flown level, mainly for the purpose of maintaining
the normal flying attitude. The actual value of the alti-
tude is not required with an accuracy greater than the in-
strumental errors which, therefore, can be neglected. The
other errors may have to be considered.

The error caused by variation of the air pressure at
the reference level can bo corrected in flight by shifting
the zero of the instrument, but information as to its valuo
must be received from a ground station.

A rough calculation on the ground before tti.flight
will give, with sufficient accuracy, the correction for
the effect of the deviation of the air temperature from
that assumed in the standard atmosphere, !lhe Indicated
flying altitude should be such as to include this correc-
tion and also as to be at an altitude high enough to clear
the ground at all points of the course.

Pitching of the al.rplane is measured in terms of
change from the chosen altitude which is indicated by a
sensitive altimeter with a sensitivity of at least 10 feetj
or perhaps 5 feet.

Use of Sensitive Altimeter in Landing

The factors affecting th,e accuracy of the indication
of an altimeter in landing” are given bQIQW:.

.
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(a) Sca10 errors.
(%) Friction and vibration.errors.

. (c) Secular errors.
(d) Position error.
(e) Temperature errors.
(f) After effect.
(g) It is always necessary to reset the.altime-

ter to correspond with the atmospheric pressure at the
ground level of the landing field.

Of these errors it is only necessary to consider (g)
the” methode a’nd error of resetting the altimeter in flight.
The types of adjustment on the altimeter have been consid-
ered previously. There are four forms in which data may .he
given the pilot.

“ (A) At present. it is the practice on many air lines to
radio the sea-level preskure to the pilot who. then sets ‘the
altimeter so that this pressure is” indicated upon the pres~
sure dial. Allowing for instrumental errors, the altimeter
will indicate altitude above sea level and read upon land-
ing the elevation of the landing field above sea level. To
be of use, it 3s obvious that the pilot must know the ele-
vation above sea level of the landing field.

The reduction to sea level must in general he made by
using the standard atmosphere to which the altimeter is
calibrated, in contrast to the method used in determining
the sea-lbv’el pressure for meteorological purposes. The
difference in the two sea-level pressures, one obtained for
meteorological u~e and the other for resetting the altime-
ter, is very marked at mountain or plateau stations. ll!venat
low-elevation stations the difference in ne%lod of reduc-
tion may give significant differences in “tie sea-level
pressure. The reductioa to sea-level pressure f6r meteoro-
logical purposes involves the use Of a mean temperature of
the hypothetical air column below the landing-field level
to sea level which varies with the observed air temperature,
and in high-elevation stations, involves the application of
a Ilstationtl correction.

To determine the sea-level pressurq for resetting the
altimeter, the atmospheric pressure at t%e landing-field
level is measured and the elevation of the landing field
must be known, The altitude of the landing field is sub-
tracted from the altitude in the standard atmosphere (ref-
erence 14) corresponding
pressure in the standard

to the atmospheric pre~sure. The
atmosphere corresponding to this
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difference in altitude is the sea-level pressure, In the
met-nod now used on some air lintiti,a s6nsitive altimeter
with a pressure scale (fig. 5) is installed on”.the ground
at the landing level. The indication on the pressure scale
when the pointers are adjustad to indicate tho elevation
of the landing field is the desired sea-level pressuro~
nwg.l”ecting instrumental errors.

As an example of the method of cornpnting the pressure
to be broadcast, assume the elovatio:~ above sea level of
the landing field to be 4,200 feet and the ,o%servod baro-
metric pressure to be 25.34 inches (643.5 millimeters) of
mercury~ .In the standard atmosphe~o 25.34 inches of mer-
cury is equivalent tm 4,525 feet. Subtracting 4,200 foot
from 4,525 gives 325 feet. The altitudo of 325 foot in tho
standard atmosphere is equivalent to 29.57 inches (751.1
millimeters) of ruercur$. The latter pressure is broadcast.
If the sensitive altimeter is used on the ground, its alti-
tude indication is set to 4,2,00 feet, whereupon the prws-
sure reading should be 29.57 inches of mercury.

(B) Yhe air pressure at the landing-field level may be
broadcast to the pilot. .

In this case the aircraft altimeter is set so that the
pressure dial indicates this pressnre. Altitudes above tho

.

landing-field level are then indicated and a zero indication
i~ obtained upon landing, if the instrumental errors are al-
lowed for. As in the previous case this procedure has the
possibility of confusion with the sea-level pressures which
may be broadcast.

Ref-erring to the example considered in case (A), the
observed barometric pressure, 25-34 inches of mercurY~ id
broadcast.

(C) TWO alternative procedures in which altitude, tn-
stead of air pressure, is broadcast are believed to be more
convenient. In the first of these the altitude correspond-
ing to the sea-level pressur~ is %r,ozsicast.

The marker-s o.f the altimeter are set to tho broadcast
altlttido wlior.o.uyo.naltitudes ,Qboye soa level are indicated
and Wpon X“anding ’the altimeter wI1l i“ndicate the oloyation
a%ovo sea “lotielof the.landing’field. Obviously this ele-
vation must be known to the,.pi..lotif tho rosotting is to bo
of any value. .. .

‘.,

—
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As an example, assume the elavat ion and sea-level
pressure given in case (A). As before, 25.34 inches of
mercury is equivalent to 4,525 feet “ii~the standard a*m-o”s-
phere. Subtracting 4,200 feet, the IandinG-field eleva-
tion, from 4,525 feet &ives 325 feet, the altitude which”
is to be ‘broadcast. It should be emphasized that the al-
titude should not ,be that corresponding “to the s“ea-level
pressure determined for meteorological purposes.

. .
(D) In the second procedure the altitude in the stand-

ard atmosphere corresponding to the air pressure at the
landing level is broadcast.

.
The markers of the altimeter are set to this altitude

‘following which altitudes above the landing field are in-
dicated and a zero” indication is obtained upon landing.

If, as before assumed, the barometric pressure at the
landi~g level is 25.34 inches of mercury, the altitude
broadcasted is 4,525 feet.

It is understood that pilots on air lines prefer the
indication of altitude above sea level obtained as out-
lined under (A) and (C) since the altimeter indication is
used not only in landing ‘out also to clear mountains and
hills enroute. Yhe equipment is available on air lines
only for using broadcasts in accordance with procedure (A)
(or (B)) while the altimeters for the air services are de-
signed only for procedur~ (C) (or (D)).

I?rom many points of view the mercurial %arometer is
unsatisfactory for measuring the pressure to %e used in
setting altimeters just before landing.

—.
T!he”~orifn t~e

barometer requires considerable time to read; all barome-
ters require the application of a number ofcorrection8
which; however, can “De grouped into one table for use at
any one station; uncertainty exists as to the degree of
vacuum shove the mercury column; and the mercu~ “in the
cistern and often in the tube, gets dirty with time, lead-
ing to additional error. D.>signs of mercurial barometers
eliminating some of these unce~tainties and difficult~e~
are available, hut at rather high cost.

An aneroid barometer offOrs considerable possibilities
for use at airports. The scale can-l)e calibrated in alti-
tude units if altitude is to be broadcast, in which ca~e
it will not differ essentially from the airplane altimeter.
The dial in either case should be fixed to the case, The
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point er”cafi be set once for all so that the indications at
any given station are sOa-level yressure or the equivalent
altitude, or landing-field pressure or tho equivalent al-
titude. The instrument is simple to read and ehould be of
such quality that the application cf ona correction only
is “required, that for scale error. Unfortunately, the in-
struments now available including the sensitive altimeter,
have a zero shift with time, or secular error, which re-
quires that they be checked from time to time against a
standard mercurial barometer. This shift can to practical-
ly eliminated by the instrument maker since it has been
done in isolated instances. Applying the principles of de-
sign used in the sensitive altimetsr %ut substantially re-
ducing the sensitivity, which can be done without sacri-
fice of accuracy, should lead to a successful developments

The amounts of these errfirs for the best quality in-
struments now available are given in table IV. It is as-
sumed in (g) that the altimeter has been reset.

TABLE IV

Errors in Indication of Altimeter in Landing

Description Error in feet

(a) Scale error at zero altitude, up tc . . . MO

(b) Friction’ and. vibration, errors , up to . . . *15

(c)’ Secular error in 50 day,e . . . . . . . . -10

(d) Position error, up to . . . . . . . . . . *1()

(e) Temperature error, feet per oC. , up to 0.8

(f) After effect after 5 hours at 3,000”feet +15
II 5,000 ‘1 +25
II 10,000 “ i-50

(g) Resetting uncertainty . . . . . . , . . . . 44?0

For a par-ticul~r altimeter and definite conditions of
flight, these errars can le evaluated as a single over-all
error by a relatively simple flight test. This consists
simply in reading the altimeter when landing and comparing
this reading after a flight which is at the altitude and

.

.

.
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of tpe length for which the correction is desired, with
data on the air pressure .at the ground leve3.~ or its cor-
responding standard altitude. “The difference ‘is the total
correction to he applied. ,. .-

The importance of testing the altime%6r in this way
should be emphasized. If an in~%ruinent is repeatedly
checked ii--good weather, a good average v~lue of its er-
rors, or more exactly, dependable data on the accuiacy-df
the method, will be obtaitied. Such tests give thk’pilot
confidence when the altimeter must be relied upon.

It is estimated that the residual error in the alti-
tude reading at landing will not exceed 40 feet if the al-
timeter correction to be applied is determined. by flight

‘“,tests a~-just descri%ed. This assumes an i.nstrumerit in
the a$rplane with an even better performance than that given
in table IV, and considerable improvement in the ground
tecbniqu,e and equipment. The scale er”ro.rsmust be uniform
over an appreciable altitude “interval near zero altitude
and the temperature errors smaller.

.,

The over-all error can”also”bk determined in the’ la%-
oratory by subjecting the instrument as nearll.y-as possi%~e

——

to f~ight conditions. The uncertainty is greatG& than in
flight tests owing to the difficulty in reproducing flight
conditions,

— —

It ie evident that the over-all error will vary in
amount (a) (table IV) due to lack of uniformity of the
scale error in the altitude interval in which landings may
be rn-=de(see fig. 6), (c) due to the secular error, (e)
due to variation in the instrument temperature, (f) due
to variation in the after effect, and (g) due to friction,
Not all of these variations are appreciable. Thus, the in-
struments can %e made with constant scale errors in the de-
sired altitude range and are now very closely compensated
for temperature at zero altitude. Iurther, the secular
error shotild merely re~uire the test to %e repeated at in-
tervals of 30 to 50. days. This leaves. the after effect
and friction effect to be co~sidered. Their amount is de-
pendent upon both the duration and altitude” of the--t.
However, comparatively large var”iatioris in both duratloii
and altitude cause small change-e-~n the after” effect. On
commercial flights between two points the altitude and tiu-
,ration ordinarily change ‘AO little that th@--&fter effect
is practically oonstant. The lack of v~br-atio~ of the in-
strument as the engine iS throttled down just before land-
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..

i.gg””may,:r~q”uir.ot’ia~’th”e ii.strutient be tapped in ordor to
o,limin’at.,o thq dffac~ ‘o+ friction.

,-

An important point to noto is thot tho norcurial ba-
romot?rs used in obtaining the data for resetting tho al-
timotor, ‘roquiro st~l?dabdiztng. Tho reeetting error given
in.tablo IV is largely duo to difforonces in tho results
whi,ch,wore obtained from a comparison of six of those in-
struments, four of which were at airports.

RATE-OF-CLIMB INDICATOR

The’ rate-of-clinb indicator is actuated during a’ c;linb
or doscont’ by tho differential pressure obtained in a vol-
“une which is connoctod to the atr~oepl:ore through a capil-
lai.y tu%e. A common design is shown schematically in fig-
ure 10. The air chamber consists of the” internal VOlumO
of the Dewar flask A and the interior of the diaphragm
capsule D. This is connected to tho insi,de of the instru-
ment case, which is maintained at atmospheric pressure
by means of vent V, through,tho capillary tu%o

.
CT. Tho “

differeritial pressure developed in a climb or descent
causes a deflection of the sensitive diaphragm capsule D .
which is transmitted to the pointer P by amultiplying
mechanism, as shown schematically. ,..

When the air pressure is changing, pressure in the
air chamber lags behind that in. the instrument case due to
the restriction interposed %y the capillary tube. This
differential prossuro P is in terms of re,te-of-=climb V
in an isothermal standard atmosph.o??o:

P =Kv (3)

K is a constant depending upon the length and diameter
of tho capillary tube, upon the volume of th6 air chamber~
and also upon the tompsrature at which the instrummt is
calibrated-, The United States standard atuosphgre to which
altimeters are cali%ratedi is not used because the rate of-
climb in this atmosp.iiere f“or a given. differential, pressure
depends also upon the altitude.” : ‘ ‘ ..
,) ..

..
The capillary leak rate-of-climb indicator cannot be

used quantitatively because, briefly, the indications de-
pend to an tmportant extent UpOn the temperature of the

.

.
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air chamber and capillary tube? and upon deviations of the
temperat~re of the free air frou that assumed in the orig-
inal calibration. The 6rrors due to “these sources are of
minor’ importance whe~ the instrument is us6d to flY 1PVQ1O

—

Ti”me lag.- In addition to the lag in-indication due
to the inertia o,f the parts, a lag occurs due to the fact
that time is required at a ooastant rate of cl%n~”-”for”the
rate of flow of air through the ‘capillary tube, and there-
fore, the differential pressure, to come to a constant value.
This lag is ao large that other Eou–r-ces{~’~ag can be ,n~g-
lected. A constant X, known as the lag constants is de-
termined by laboratory tests using the relation “ .

(4)
.

where Fit iS the reading of the instrument at ?ime t>. .
V. and V, resp,f3ctively, the initial and final rates of.
climb.

In determining h’ experimentally V is most convenient- _
ly made zero, and the peading is made at time t equal to

A. For t-his procedure, equation (4) %econes
— —

—
\

vXt=..=;sl. .
●

The time t (equal to h) is measured when the reading %
has fallen to a value equal to 37 percent of the imposed
chango in the rate. of clim% Vo.

.-

, ..In making .a test, the instrument is first subjected
to a steady rata of climb, which is then-”reduced to~ze~o–
by cutting off the vacuum (or pressure) supply to tho cham-
ber containing the ins%runent. A stop watch is started at
this momont and stoppod when the re_ading has fallen-to 37
percc3n% of its initial value. The elapsed time is equal to
the. lag constant h. .-

The lag constant A va~5es inversely with air pressure
in accordance’with the- relation

——

(6)

siherf3 P is the atmospheric pressure and P. and ho the
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pressure bnd lag constant at zero altitude. It follows
‘thoroforo that h increases with alti~udo.

The lag constant of representative instruments varies
from 4 to 5 seconds at an altitude of 1,000 feet, and is
.gbout 10 seconds at 25,000 feet. This “valuo represents
the presei~t Status of the conprom”iso the instrument maker“,
,riustmake “betwoon the difforontial pressure produced at a
given rate of climb and the timo lag. Both qumtities de-
crease togettibut decreasing the differential pressure
makes tho instrument more delicate and increases the of-
.fect of friction. The dzfforential pressures for a rato
of climb of 2,000 feet per minute, usually selected as the
maximum range, are for prosont designs about three inches
of water.

‘ An inspection of equation (4) shows that It can ho
used to calculate the time required to obtain a given read-
ing Rt after the imposition of a steady rate of climb V.
Such talc’ulations”have been made for an instrument with a
lag constant of. five seconds and the results are given in
table V. The time required before a reading of 20 and 40
feet per minute is obtained is given since these readings
are roughly the minimum changes in reading which can be
detected. The value of 20 feet per uinute corresponds to
a deflection of the tip of the pointer of 0.05 inch in an
instrument with a 2-3/4 iach dial aad a range from ~~,000
to -2,000 “feet per minute.

TABLE V

T“ime Interval and Change in.fitttude to
Obtain Minimum Indications of.Rate of Climb.——.—-. ____

g!:;;?!EEFE-

-..——-.——- .—-- —..

The computations show that small deviations fron a given
altitude are indicated qualitatively for all rates of climb
in excess of the least reading.,..

●

,

.

. .
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.

Effect of tempera ture. - Tests show IEtiiatthe change in
indication with change in instrument t-ratuie–is about

—.-— _

0.2 percent per degree Ceattgraiio. The rate of change of
instrument temperature is kept low by use of the vacuum
bottle. Ordinarily when using the rate-of-climb indicator
%’Q fly Sqvol, the effect of instrument temperature may be
noglectedc .
., ,, — .

,, ..-—
“3ureau- of Standards,

Washington, D, C., July 1934.
,.

. . —— —
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